Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC) has invited bids from international academic institutions of repute to be International Academic Partner for the National Centre of Excellence (NCoE) for Animation, Visual Effects, Gaming and Comics (AVGC) with a vision to develop highly skilled talent and nurture IP development in AVGC.

2. The bid document can be accessed through these links:

**IIMC Website:**


**Central Procurement Portal:**

https://eprocure.gov.in/cppp/latestactivetenders/byJWFwdWJsaXNoZWRtZGF0ZWJ5JWJbmRpYW4gSW5zdGl0dXRIIG9mIE1hc3MgQ29tbXVuaWNhdGlvbmJ5JWNzZWxlY3RieSVk

*****